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Abstract
We construct black holes with a Ricci flat horizon in Einstein–Yang-Mills theory with a
negative cosmological constant, which approach asymptotically an AdSd spacetime back-
ground (with d ≥ 4). These solutions are isotropic, i.e. all space directions in a hypersur-
face of constant radial and time coordinates are equivalent, and possess both electric and
magnetic fields. We find that the basic properties of the non-Abelian solutions are similar
to those of the dyonic isotropic branes in Einstein-Maxwell theory (which, however, exist
in even spacetime dimensions only). These black branes possess a nonzero magnetic field
strength on the flat boundary metric, which leads to a divergent mass of these solutions,
as defined in the usual way. However, a different picture is found for odd spacetime di-
mensions, where a non-Abelian Chern-Simons term can be incorporated in the action.
This allows for black brane solutions with a magnetic field which vanishes asymptotically.
Introduction and motivation.– In recent years there has been some interest in studying
the AdS/CFT correspondence [1], [2], in the presence of a background magnetic field. On the
bulk side, this corresponds to solving the Einstein-gauge field system of equations, with suitable
boundary conditions such that the AdS background is approached asymptotically, while the
magnetic field does not trivialize. Several new classes of such solutions have been found in
this way, most of them for the case of main interest of asymptotically AdS5 configurations
with Abelian fields. For example, the results in [3], [4] revealed the existence of a variety of
unexpected features of these solutions; here we mention only that their study is relevant for
the issue of the third law of thermodynamics in the AdS/CFT context.
The investigation of the non-Abelian (nA) generalizations of these solutions is only in its be-
ginning stages. Considering such configurations is a legitimate task, since the gauged supersym-
metric models generically contain Yang-Mills fields (although usually only Abelian truncations
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are considered). To date, the only case investigated systematically corresponds to that in four
(d = 4) spacetime dimensions (see [5] for a review of these solutions). The four dimensional nA
asymptotically-AdS (AAdS) solutions exhibit many new features which are absent for Λ ≥ 0.
For example, stable1 solitons and black holes, possesing a global magnetic charge, are known
to exist in a globally AdS4 background even in the absence of a Higgs field [6], [7]. However,
the results in [8], [9] show that these Einstein–Yang-Mills (EYM) black holes solutions have
also generalizations with a nonspherical event horizon topology, in particular with a Ricci flat
horizon and a magnetic field which does not vanish asymptotically. They share many of the
features of the spherical configurations in [6], [7], in particular the existence of solutions stable
against linear fluctuations. The only d > 4 nA AAdS solutions black holes studied more sys-
tematically so far are those possessing spherical event horizon topology [11]-[14], though some
solutions with Ricci flat horizon have been studied in [15], [16].
In an unexpected development, the study of the d = 4, 5 EYM black brane solutions has led
to the discovery of holographic superconductors and holographic superfluids, describing con-
densed phases of strongly coupled, planar, gauge theories [10]. Studying such solutions involves
the construction of AAdS electrically charged black branes, which, below a critical tempera-
ture become unstable to forming YM hair. However, the magnetic field of these configurations
vanishes on the boundary, leading to a vanishing background magnetic field for the dual theory.
The main purpose of this work is to present an investigation of d ≥ 4 AAdS isotropic black
branes supporting both electric and magnetic nA fields. In contrast to previous studies in the
literature, the magnetic fields of these solutions do not vanish on the boundary, which leads to
a variety of interesting features. For example, we find that the mass of these asymptotically
AdS solutions, as defined in the usual way, always diverges, while the solutions do not posses a
regular extremal limit. In odd dimensional spacetimes, when a Chern-Simons term is added to
the total action, it is found that a special class of solutions exhibit a nontrivial magnetic field
in the bulk while vanishing asymptotically.
The Einstein–Yang-Mills system.– We consider the EYM theory in a d-dimensional
spacetime, with a cosmological constant Λ = −(d − 2)(d− 1)/(2L2). The action is
I =
∫
M
ddx
√−g
(
1
16πG
(R− 2Λ)− 1
4
∗F ∧ F
)
+ Sbndy. (1)
The boundary terms Sbndy include the Gibbons-Hawking term [17] as well as the counterterms
required for the on-shell action to be finite [18]. The Einstein and Yang-Mills equations derived
from the above action are
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν + Λgµν = 8πG Tµν , DµF
µν = 0, (2)
where Dµ is the gauge derivative and the Yang-Mills stress-energy tensor
Tµν =
1
2
(
F IJµρ F
IJ
νσ g
ρσ − 1
4
gµνF
IJ
ρσ F
IJρσ
)
. (3)
1The stability is against linear perturbations, and is not topological.
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We are interested in static Ricci-flat solutions which approach asymptotically a (planar)
AdSd background. Also, to simplify the picture, we shall restrict our study to the following
case: denoting the radial and time coordinate by r and t respectively and considering the
hypersurfaces parametrized by xi (i = 1, . . . , d − 2 and r, t fixed), we assume that all space
directions in these hypersurfaces are equivalent. Thus the field strength and the metric are
taken to be invariant under space translations and rotations in the planes (xi, xj); they are also
time independent. Without any loss of generality, a line element with this property can be
written in the form
ds2 = grr(r)dr
2 + gΣΣ(r)dΣ
2
d−2 + gtt(r)dt
2, (4)
whith dΣ2d−2 = (dx
1)2 + . . .+ (dxd−2)2 the metric on the (d− 2)-flat space.
The above symmetry requirements imply some restrictions on the the choice of the gauge
group. Restricting to SO(n) YM fields, one finds that a YM ansatz leading to an isotropic
energy-momentum tensor for both even and odd values of d is possible for n ≥ d+ 1 only2.
In this work we shall consider an SO(d+1) gauge group, with d(d−1)/2 SO(d+1) nA gauge
fields represented by the 1-form potential AIJ antisymmetric in I and J (with I, J = 1, . . . , d+1)
and F IJ = dAIJ + 1
gˆ
AIK ∧AKJ , with gˆ the Yang-Mills coupling. Also, to simplify the relations,
it is convenient to define
α2 =
4πG
gˆ2
. (5)
Embedded Abelian solutions.– Before proceeding to the non-Abelian case, it is in-
structive to consider the dyonic black branes in Einstein-Maxwell theory, (i.e. the gauge fields
taking their values in the U(1) subgroup of SO(d+ 1)). A gauge field ansatz compatible with
the symmetries of the line-element (4) can be constructed for an even number of spacetime
dimensions only, d = 2n+ 2 and reads3
AIJ1 =
w20
gˆ
x2δ I[d δ
J
d+1], A
IJ
2 = −
w20
gˆ
x1δ I[d δ
J
d+1],
. . . ,
AIJ2n−1 =
w20
gˆ
x2nδ I[d δ
J
d+1], A
IJ
2n = −
w20
gˆ
x2n−1δ I[d δ
J
d+1], (6)
AIJr = 0, A
IJ
t =
V (r)
gˆ
δ I[d δ
J
d+1],
with w0 an arbitrary parameter which fixes the magnetic field in a two plane, F
IJ
21 = . . . =
F IJ2n2n−1 =
2w20
gˆ
δ I[d δ
J
d+1]. Choosing a metric gauge with gΣΣ = r
2, one finds4 a black brane
2Note that, for even values of d, one can consider instead a gauge group SO(d− 1), which leads to isotropic
EYM branes. A study of this case has been proposed in [15] (Ansatz I there). However, the properties of those
solutions are rather different to the case of interest here.
3The ansatz (6), (4) can be extended to the case of odd d by adding a number of codimensions yµ, with
AIJµ = 0; however, this leads to anisotropic configurations.
4The purely magnetic limit of this solution, with Q = 0, has been discussed in [3].
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solution with 1/grr = −gtt = N(r), where
N(r) =
r2
L2
− M0
rd−3
+
2
(d− 3)(d− 2)
α2Q2
r2(d−3)
− 4
(d− 5)
α2w40
r2
, (7)
and
V (r) = V0 − Q
(d− 3)rd−3 , (8)
with V0 a constant which is fixed by requiring that the electric potential vanish at the horizon.
Apart from w0, this solutions possesees two more parameters: M0 and Q, which fixes the mass
and the electric charge densities, respectively.
This black brane possesses an horizon at r = rH > 0, where N(rH) = 0 (and N
′(rH) ≥ 0).
The Hawking temperature TH , the event horizon area density AH , the chemical potential Φ
and the electric charge density Qe of this solution are
TH =
1
4π
(
(d− 1)rH
L2
− 2α
2
rH
(2w40
r2H
+
1
(d− 2)
Q2
r
2(d−3)
H
))
, AH = r
d−2
H , (9)
Φ =
1
d− 3
Q
rd−3H
, Qe =
α2
4π
Q.
One can easily verify that the total mass of the solutions, as defined according to the
counterterm prescription in [18], diverges for any (even) d > 4 due to the slow decay of the
magnetic fields, despite the fact that the spacetime is still AAdS. A finite mass density results
when a boundary term
I
(YM)
ct = −
1
d − 5
∫
∂M
dd−1x
√−hL
4
F IJab F
IJ ab , (10)
is included in (1), with hab the boundary metric and F
IJ
ab the gauge field on the boundary.
Then the boundary stress tensor Tab =
2√−h
δI
δhab
acquires a supplementary contribution from
(10), which leads to finite mass density5
M =
(d− 2)
16πG
M0. (11)
Note that this relation holds also for the simplest case d = 4, in which case no matter coun-
terterm is required.
One can see that the quantities (9), (11) verify the first law of thermodynamics (with a
constant background magnetic field)
dM =
1
4G
THdAH +
1
G
ΦdQe. (12)
5As usual in this context, the mass is the charge associated with the time-translation symmetry of the
boundary metric.
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Figure 1. The reduced area aH and mass µ are shown as a function of reduced temperature tH for
d = 6 isotropic black branes in Einstein-Maxwell theory. Here and in Figure 3 the quantities are scaled
with respect to the magnetic field on the boundary.
In discussing the properties of these solutions (and their non-Abelian generalizations), it is
convenient to work with quantities scaled with respect to the magnetic field in a two plane as
fixed by the parameter w0:
aH =
AH
wd−20
, tH =
TH
w0
, µ =
GM
wd−10
, q =
Qe
wd−20
. (13)
As seen in Figure 1, the properties of the solutions with a background magnetic field are not
really sensitive to the presence of an electric charge since the constant-q curves preserve the
q = 0 shape, which is approached asymptotically for large tH . These dyonic black branes
possess a regular extremal limit TH = 0, with an AdS2 × Rd−2 near horizon geometry. An
interesting feature is that the total mass of the d > 4 solutions is allowed to take negative
values. This can easily be seen in the extremal case, a limit which is approached for Q =
rd−2
H√
2αL
√
(d− 2)(d− 1)
√
1− 4α2L2w40
(d−1)r4
H
. The extremal solutions have a mass
M =
(d− 2)2(d− 1)
8(d− 3)πL2
(
1− 4(d− 4)α
2L2w40
(d− 5)(d− 2)(d− 1)r4H
)
, (14)
which becomes negative for (d−5)(d−2)
4(d−4)α2L2 <
w40
r4
H
≤ (d−1)
4α2L2
.
Non-Abelian solutions.– A simple nA ansatz leading to an isotropic line element can be
constructed for any d ≥ 4, in terms of a magnetic potential, w(r) and an electric one V (r)
AIJi =
w(r)
gˆ
δ I[i δ
J
d−1], A
IJ
r = 0, A
IJ
t =
V (r)
gˆ
δ I[d δ
J
d+1]. (15)
Unfortunately, no AAdS exact solutions of the EYM equations seems to exist in this case.
However, the system possesses a simple globally regular Lifshitz-type configuration with
ds2 = c1
dr2
r2
+ c2r
2dΣ2d−2 − r2zdt2, w(r) = u0r, V (r) = 0, (16)
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where
c1 =
4α2
(d− 2)p2 , c2 =
2α2 (2(d− 3)− (d− 2)p2))
(d− 2)2p2 u
2
0, z =
(d− 3)((d− 2)p2 + 2)
2(d− 3)− (d− 2)p2 > 1, (17)
here u0 6= 0 is an arbitrary constant while p is a parameter related to the cosmological constant
by
Λ = − (d− 2)p
2
2α2((d− 2)q2 − 2(d− 3))
(
(d− 2)p4 + (d− 2)(d− 3)(d(d− 6) + 4)p2 + 4(d− 3)2(d− 1)) ,
and obeying the condition p <
√
2(d− 3)/(d− 2). The solution (16) possesses the Lifshitz
scaling symmetry t → λzt, xi → λxi, r → r/λ and generalizes the d = 4 EYM solution of
Ref. [19] to higher dimensions. As discussed there, in this case the field equations possess black
brane solutions with a regular horizon approaching the background (16) as r →∞. We expect
the existence of similar black brane solutions for d > 4 as well.
Returning to the case of solutions with AdS asymptotics, it turns out convenient for the
numerical construction to choose a metric ansatz of the form
grr =
1
N(r)
, gΣΣ = r
2, gtt = −N(r)σ2(r), with N(r) = r
2
L2
− m(r)
rd−3
. (18)
Inserting this ansatz into the Einstein and Yang-Mills equations yields four equations of
motion6 for m(r), σ(r), w(r) and V (r) (a prime denotes d
dr
):
m′ = 2α2rd−4
(
1
d− 2
r2V ′2
σ2
+Nw′2 +
(d− 3)
2r2
w4
)
,
σ′ =
2α2
r
σw′2, (19)
w′′ +
(
d− 4
r
+
N ′
N
+
σ′
σ
)
w′ − (d− 3) w
3
r2N
= 0,
V ′′ +
(
d− 2
r
− σ
′
σ
)
V ′ = 0
The last equation above implies the existence of the first integral
V ′ = σ
Q
rd−2
, (20)
with Q a constant fixing the electric charge of the solutions.
The equations of motion (19) are invariant under three scaling transformations (invariant
quantities are not shown):
(I) σ → λσ, V → λV,
(II) r → λr , m→ λd−1m, w → λw , V → λV, (21)
(III) r → λr , m→ λd−3m, L→ λL , V → V
λ
, α→ λα,
6One extra equation containing the second derivatives of the metric functions m(r), σ(r) is also found.
However, one can show that this constraint equation is implicitly satisfied for the set of boundary conditions
chosen.
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where λ represents the positive (real) scaling parameter. Using (I), we set the boundary values
of the metric function σ(r) to one, so that the metric will be asymptotically (locally) AdS. We
are free to use (II) to set the asymptotic value of the magnetic potential w(r) to an arbitrary
(non-vanishing) value (equivalently, one can use this symmetry to fix the value of the electric
charge or the horizon radius of the solution, say rH). Finally, the symmetry (III) can be used
to fix the value of the AdS radius L or the value of the coupling constant α; for most of the
work in this paper we set α = 1 (thus we treat L as an input parameter).
Denoting the position of the horizon of the black brane solutions by rH , we have to im-
pose N(rH) = 0 (and N
′(rH) ≥ 0) while the other metric functions stay strictly positive. A
nonextremal solution has the following expression near the event horizon:
m(r) =
rd−1H
2L2
+m′(rH)(r − rH) +O(r − rH)2, σ(r) = σH + σ′(rH)(r − rH) +O(r − rH)2,
w(r) = wH + w
′(rH)(r − rH) +O(r − rH)2, V (r) = V ′(rH)(r − rH) +O(r − rH)2, (22)
where
m′(rH) =
2α2Q2
(d− 2)rd−2H
+ α2(d− 3) w
4
H
rd−6H
, w′(rH) =
(d− 3)L2w3H
r3H
(
d− 1− α2L2
r4
H
( 2Q
2
(d−2)r2(d−4)
H
+ (d− 3)w4H)
) ,
V ′(rH) =
Q
rd−3H
, σ′(rh) = − 2α
2(d− 3)2L4σHw6H
r7H
(
d− 1− α2L2
r4
H
( 2Q
2
(d−2)r2(d−4)
H
+ (d− 3)w4H)
) , (23)
with wH and σH arbitrary constants.
The AdS boundary is reached as r →∞. We are interested in configurations with w(r)→
w0 6= 0, such that the nagnetic field on the boundary is nonvanishing, F IJij = −1gˆw20δ I[i δ Jj] . A
straightforward but cumbersome computation leads to the following general asymptotic expres-
sion of the solutions as r →∞ (note the presence of log terms for an odd value of the spacetime
dimension):
m(r) =M0 +
α2Ld−5wd−10
d− 2 log(
r
L
)
(
6δd,5 − 40δd,7 + 567
4
δd,9 + . . .
)
+
α2(d− 3)
(d− 5) w
4
0r
d−5
Θ (d− 6)− 2α
2L2(d− 3)2(d− 6)
(d− 5)2(d− 7) w
6
0r
d−7
Θ (d− 8) + . . . ,
σ(r) = 1− 4
3
α2w60 log
2(
r
L
)
L4
r6
δd,5 − α
2(d− 3)2L4w60
3(d− 5)2r6 Θ (d− 6) + . . . , (24)
w(r) = w0 +
J
rd−3
+
wd−20 L
d−3
rd−3
log(
r
L
)
(
−δd,5 + 3δd,7 − 27
4
δd,9 + . . .
)
− d− 3
d− 5
w30L
2
2r2
Θ (d− 6) + 3(d− 3)
2
8(d− 5)(d− 7)
w50L
4
r4
Θ (d− 8) + . . . ,
V (r) = V0 − Q
rd−3
+ . . . ,
7
The series truncates for any fixed dimension, with new terms entering at every new even
value of d, as denoted by the step-function (Θ (x) = 1 provided x ≥ 0, and vanishes otherwise).
The constants w0, M0, V0 and J in the above expressions are free parameters which are fixed
by numerics.
As in the Abelian case, we expect the parameter M0 to encode the mass density of the
solutions, which is still given by (11). However, a rigorous proof of this statement is rather
difficult, due to the complicated asymptotic behaviour of the metric functions. For d = 5,
a regularized boundary energy-momentum tensor and mass are found by including in (1) the
following matter counterterm
IYMct = − log(
r
L
)
∫
∂M
d4x
√−hL
4
F IJab F
IJ ab. (25)
We have found that the boundary counterterm (10) regularizes also the mass of the d = 6
solutions. In both cases, this results in the expression (11) for the mass density of the black
branes. (Note that (11) holds also for d = 4, in which case no matter counterterm is necessary.)
However, the above simple counterterm fails to regularize all divergencies in the expression of
M for d > 6. Thus a more general matter counterterm than (10) is required in the d > 6 case.
We find that for any d ≥ 4, the mass of the solutions computed by integrating the first law
equation (12), coincides with the relation (11) with good accuracy.
Other quantities which enter the thermodynamics of the solutions are given by
AH = r
d−3
H , TH =
1
4π
N ′(rH)σ(rH), Φ = V0, Qe =
α2
4π
Q. (26)
Solutions interpolating between the near horizon expansion (22) and the far field asymp-
totics (24) are constructed numerically, using a standard Runge-Kutta ordinary differential
equations solver. In this approach we evaluate the initial conditions at r = rH + 10
−5, for
global tolerance 10−14, adjusting for shooting parameters and integrating towards r →∞ (thus
we have restricted our study to the region outside the event horizon). The equations were
integrated for all values of d between four and ten; thus similar solutions are expected to exist
for any value of d.
For a given d, we have considered a range of values for (rH , wH , Q), the parameters σH and
M0, V0, J resulting from the numerical output. Since the equations (19) are invariant under
the transformation w → −w, only values of wH > 0 are considered. Also, we have studied
mainly the case where the AdS length scale is set to one, L = 1. The profile of a typical d = 6
non-Abelian solution is shown in Figure 2. (There we have displayed also the mass function
density m(r)reg regularized via the counterterm (10).)
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for d = 5 isotropic black branes in Einstein–Yang-Mills theory.
We have found that the nA solutions share most of the basic properties of the Einstein-
Maxwell configurations discussed above. In particular, the presence of an electric charge does
not change qualitatively the general picture. Also, a number of basic features of these black
holes are similar to those of the known d = 4 (purely magnetic) configurations in [8]. This can
be understood by noticing that, for our choice of the ansatz, the magnetic and electric potentials
interact only via the spacetime geometry. As a result, these black branes can be thought of
as nonlinear superpositions of purely electric Reissner-Nordstro¨m-AdS solutions (i.e. the limit
w0 = 0 in (6), (7)) and purely magnetic nA configurations
7 with V (r) = 0. This can be seen
in Figure 3, where we plot the event horizon area and the mass of d = 5 solutions, for several
7One interesting feature is the absence of solutions with nodes of the magnetic potential. This can be
analytically proven by integrating the equation for w, (Nσrd−4w′)′ = (d− 3)w3σrd−6, between rH and some r;
obtaining w′ > 0 for every r > rH . In a similar way, one can prove that the metric function σ(r) monotonically
increases towards its asymptotic value.
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(fixed) values of the electric charge; note that in that plot the quantities are normalized w.r.t.
to the magnetic field on the boundary, as defined by (13), which remain invariant under the
transformation (ii) in (21). One can easily see that the corresponding q = 0 curves are generic.
Also, as in the Abelian case, we have noticed the existence of d > 5 solutions with a negative
total mass, M0 < 0, see Figure 2 (solutions with M0 = 0 do also exist).
However, the limiting behaviour of the EYM solution is very different from the Abelian case,
the limit TH → 0 being singular this time. This can be understood by noticing that the non-
linearity of the YM equation for the magnetic potential implies the absence of a AdS2 × Rd−2
near horizon geometry as a solution of the field equations.
Non-Abelian black branes in odd dimensions with a Chern-Simons term.– In odd
spacetime dimensions, the usual gauge field action can be augmented with a Chern-Simons (CS)
term. Such a term typically enters the action of gauged supergravities, the case ofN = 8, d = 5
model with a gauge group SO(6), being perhaps the most interesting8.
The expression of the CS Lagrangean for the case d = 5 discussed in what follows, is9
LCS = κǫI1···I6
(
F I1I2 ∧ F I3I4 ∧ AI5I6 − gˆF I1I2 ∧ AI3I4 ∧ AI5J ∧ AJI6 (27)
+
2
5
gˆ2AI1I2 ∧ AI3J ∧ AJI4 ∧AI5K ∧ AKI6
)
,
with κ an arbitrary parameter, the CS coupling constant10.
One can easily show that the Abelian configuration (7) still remains a solution in the presence
of a CS term11; however, the situation is different for non-Abelian fields. These solutions can
be studied within the same ansatz (15), (18); the equations for metric functions m(r), σ(r)
are still valid, since the CS term does not contribute to the energy-momentum tensor, while
the equations for the gauge potentials contain new terms encoding a direct interaction between
magnetic and electric potentials:
w′′ +
(
d− 4
r
+
N ′
N
+
σ′
σ
)
w′ − (d− 3) w
3
r2N
− κ(d
2 − 1)
(d− 2)
wd−3V ′
Nσrd−4
= 0, (28)
V ′ =
σ
rd−2
(Q + κ
(d2 − 1)
(d− 2) w
d−2), (29)
with Q an integration constant.
By using a similar approach to that described above, we have studied families of d = 5
solutions of the EYM-CS model in a systematic way 12.
8 Note that a simple EYMCS theory does not seem to correspond to a consistent truncation of any super-
gravity model. However, we expect that the basic properties of our solutions would hold also in that case (see
the Ref. [23] for a study of nA in of the N = 4+, d = 5 gauged supergravity model, which contains also a CS
term.)
9The explicit expression of the CS Lagrangean for d = 7, 9 can be found e.g. in Ref. [20].
10The value of κ is fixed in supersymmetric theories, but in this work we treat κ as a free input parameter.
11Note the situation changes for anisotropic dyonic Abelian black branes, in which case the inclusion of a
U(1) CS term leads to variety of new interesting properties, see e.g. [4].
12 We expect the properties of the five dimensional solutions to be generic. Indeed, this is suported by the
preliminary results we have found for EYMCS solutions in d = 7 spacetime dimensions.
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of its value at the event horizon w(rH) for d = 5 solutions in Einstein–Yang-Mills–Chern-Simons
theory. Right: The scaled horizon area AH is shown -for several values of κ- as a function of the scaled
temperature TH for d = 5 Einstein–Yang-Mills–Chern-Simons solutions with a vanishing magnetic
field on the boundary.
The EYM-CS solutions possess a near horizon expansion similar to (22), while their leading
order terms in the far field expression is still given by (24), κ entering through the lower terms
only.
We have found that all basic properties of the solutions without a CS term are retained
in this case. However, some new features occurs as well, the most interesting being the the
existence of configurations with w(∞) = 0.
For a special set of event horizon data, one finds solutions with vanishing magnetic field on
the AdS boundary (although w(r) is nonzero in the bulk). From (24), this implies that in this
case, as r →∞ the mass function m(r) approaches a finite value. This feature is illustrated in
Figure 4 (left), where we plot w0, the asymptotic value of the magnetic gauge potential w, as a
function of the value of the magnetic potential on the horizon for fixed values of κ, Q, rH and
L (the special value of w(rH) which correspond to w(∞) = 0) are marked with dots).
Naively, this resembles the solutions describing holographic p−wave superconductors and
superfluids which have been extensively studied in recent years, starting with the seminal work
[10]. However, the overall picture is rather different for the EYMCS solutions obtained here.
First, in contrast to the EYM solutions of Refs. [10], [15], [16], these configurations do not
emerge as a perturbation of the RN-AdS Abelian solution13. Second, the general pattern of
the EYMCS black branes with a vanishing magnetic field on the boundary is different from
the one corresponding to nA configurations without a CS term. For example, as seen in Figure
4 (right), the EYMCS black branes with given (α, κ) form two branches of solutions. These
branches extend up to a maximal value of the Hawking temperature and horizon area, where
they join (note that the quantities plotted are scale invariant under (ii) in (21) by an appropriate
13That is, when treating w(r) as a small perturbation around the electrically charged RN-AdS black brane,
one finds that the solution of the YM-CS linearized equation (28) possesses an essential logarithmic singularity
at the horizon.
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combination with the electric charge).
Interestingly (and in strong contrast to the pure EYM case discussed above), the limit
TH → 0 corresponds to extremal solutions with a regular horizon. Such configurations possess
an AdS2 ×R3 near horizon geometry, with14
ds2 = v1(
dr2
r2
− r2dt2) + v2dΣ23, and w(r) = w0, V (r) = qr, (30)
(where the redefinition r − rH → r is implicitely assumed) and
v1 =
2
3
(
8
L2
− α
2w20
16κ2(Q + 8κw30)
2
)−1
, v2 = −4κ(Q+ 8κw
3
0)
w0
, and q =
v1(Q+ 8κw
3
0)
v
3/2
2
. (31)
Given κ, α and L, this configuration possesses one single free parameter, the constants Q, w0
satisfying the algebraic equation
512κ2(Q+ 8κw30)
2 + α2L2w30(Q− 4κw30) = 0. (32)
We note that the overall picture possesses a nontrivial dependence on the value of the CS
coupling constant, with the existence of a minimal value of κ allowing for a vanishing magnetic
field on the boundary. We hope to return elsewhere with a systematic study of the EYMCS
configurations, in a more general context.
Conclusions.– In this work we have constructed isotropic black branes in an AdSd back-
ground possessing both electric and magnetic SO(d+1) non-Abelian fields. The solutions were
obtained by using a combination of analytical and numerical methods. Several basic properties
of these solutions in d > 4 can hardly be anticipated from the study of their four dimensional
counterparts. For example, the magnetic field of the EYM solutions does not vanish asymp-
totically. As a result their mass -defined in the usual way- always diverges. However, solutions
with a finite mass exist - in odd spacetime dimensions - when supplementing the action by a
Chern-Simons term.
There are various possible natural extensions of this work. Perhaps the most interesting
one would be to study the transport properties of these solutions. Investigation of the thermo-
dynamics of the black branes is another important problem. Here we mention only that the
heat capacity is always positive for the EYM black holes in a canonical ensemble. As a result,
these configurations are always thermodynamically locally stable, a feature shared with the
vacuum solutions. Finally, note that the YM ansatz used in this work is not the most general
one leading to an isotropic black brane; for instance the components of the connection (15)
take their values in the algebra of SO(d− 1)× U(1) and not in the full algebra of SO(d+ 1).
The fully SO(d + 1) YM ansatz can be written in terms of two magnetic potentials and two
electric potentials, and is expected to lead to a more complicated picture15.
14This configuration can be generalized for any (odd) d ≥ 5; however, the relations are much more complicated
in the general case.
15The d = 5 EYMCS counterpart of these configurations with a spherical horizon topology have been studied
in [14], [21]; see also [22], [20] for the Λ = 0 limit of these solutions.
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